clever – creative – sustainable – capable

Reusable solutions for
International Postal Services
Utz is your competent and creative partner
when it comes to sustainable reusable packaging
materials and future-oriented logistics.

utzgroup.com

Capable reusable logistics for
postal services
The worldwide provider Utz Group is
a leading manufacturer of containers
and pallets made of plastic. The huge
range of products virtually covers the
needs of modern multiple-use logistics completely. Utz, however, also
develops and produces innovative and
clever products, exactly designed for
a special application. All Utz products
meet the highest demands in regards
to quality, stability, design and protection of the contents.
Over the last twenty years, Utz has
already realised several creative
special containers for various postal
organisations. These, for example,
are the container family POOLBOX
(package containers in ten sizes)
approved in post logistics, or various
types of mail containers for diverse
postal organisations over the world.
Also this includes conveyor aids for
automatic sorting plants, pallet containers, and complete mail transport
units realised for the special post
requirements. Reusable containers
proved themselves in package mail
traffic for ecological and economical
reasons: on the one hand, no cardboard and other one-way packaging
materials are required anymore,
which after delivery have to be disposed of. On the other hand, the service
life of a cardboard box in shipment
is hardly one year, whereas reusable
packaging materials have a service life
of 10 years and more.

Containers for German Letter Post

DHL tray with rubber straps

Container for Polish Letter Post

Container for Swiss Letter Post

Air mail container for the
International Post Corporation

POOLBOX as a service box

Collapsible pallet box KLAPA for
the French Post

RAKO container for Swiss
Letter Post

Pallet unit for German Post

Utz reusable containers help to
reduce waste materials.

The container for Swiss Letter Post is used for the shipment,
sorting and transport of letters within the newly conceived Swiss
mail centers and for the delivery to the individual local post
offices.

The carrying aid for the Austrian Post is used for the transportation of goods which cannot be processed on carrying systems due
to their size.

The stack and nest containers called DISPOBOX® (for the Swiss
Post) and POOLBOX® (for individual customers) replace the conventional cardboard packaging with string.

The collapsible pallet box KLAPA for the French Post combines all
user requirements and functionalities of similar products. The box
is fitted with a high quality locking mechanism and a base with
steel reinforcement.

The multiple-use CD dispatch box developed in cooperation with
a library for the blind can be transported by letter mail in Switzerland. Two half trays, connected via a hinge, offer the sensitive
contents optimum protection in the mail traffic.

From the Utz product families RAKO, POOLBOX, EUROTEC etc.
reusable repair boxes can be manufactured. These are used,
should the original cardboard packaging no longer exist.

Utz Company
Representative

Switzerland
Georg Utz AG
5620 Bremgarten
Phone +41 56 648 77 11
Fax +41 56 648 79 12
info.ch@utzgroup.com

Germany
Georg Utz GmbH
48465 Schüttorf
Phone +49 59 23 805-0
Fax +49 59 23 805-800
info.de@utzgroup.com

United Kingdom
George Utz Ltd.
Alfreton, DE55 4QT
Phone +1773 543 170
Fax +1773 543 180
info.uk@utzgroup.com

Poland
Georg Utz Sp.z o.o.
55-080 Kąty Wrocławskie
Phone +48 71 316 77 60
Fax +48 71 316 77 61
info.pl@utzgroup.com

USA
Georg Utz, Inc.
Edinburgh, IN 46124
Phone +1 812 526 2240
Fax +1 812 526 2428
info.us@utzgroup.com

China
Georg Utz Materials Handling Co., Ltd.
215151 Suzhou
Phone +86 512 6667 0998
Fax +86 512 6667 0697
info.cn@utzgroup.com

You can find all Utz companies and representatives worldwide on our website:

utzgroup.com

France
Georg Utz Sarl
01360 Bressolles
Phone +33 4 37 85 83 00
Fax +33 4 37 85 83 09
info.fr@utzgroup.com

